FUNCTION & CONTEXT

Select an object:

— What is its purpose? What clues led you to your answer?
— Where on the body was it worn? What did the jeweller need to consider?
— Think about the time and place it was made. What else could have had an impact on the design?
INSPIRATION

Select an object:

— What has inspired this design? What does it remind you of?
— Name/sketch three things that this design inspires you to make.
— Combine this piece of jewellery with another to make a new design.
Select an object:

— What is it made out of? How have those materials been combined?
— Find another example that is made from the same material but in a different century. How has the material been used differently?
— How did the jeweller change the materials from their original state into the finished article? How would you use this material to create a new design?